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$R$ $p>0$ $e1$ $q=p^{e}$




G. :. . . $arrow G_{n}arrow G_{n-1}arrow\ldotsarrow G_{1}arrow G_{0}arrow 0$
$i$ cycles . boundaries $Z_{i\text{ }}B_{i}$
homology $H_{i}(G$ . $)$ phantom $Z_{i}\subset(B_{i})_{G;}^{*}$ $H_{0}(G.)$
homologies phantom G. phantom homology
cycle $z\in Z_{i}$ homology class $[z]$ phantom $z\in(B_{i})_{G;}^{*}$
$R$ weakly F-regular G. phantom homology acyclic
( phantom )
. $h$ : $Rarrow S$ $h(R^{o})\subset S^{o}$ G. $R$
$G’$ . $S$ $R$ $\phi$ : $G$ . $arrow G’$ .
$[z]\in H_{i}(G.)$ phantom $H_{i}(\phi)([z])\in H_{i}(G’.)$ phantom
$H_{i}(G.)$ phantom $S$ weakly F-regular $H_{i}(G.)arrow H_{i}(G’.)$
(phantom homology )
: $z\in Z_{i}$ $c\in R^{o}$ $q\gg 1$ $cz^{q}\in B_{i}^{[q]}$






G. : $0arrow G_{n}arrow^{\alpha_{n}}G_{n-1}arrow\ldotsarrow G_{1}arrow^{\alpha_{1}}G_{0}arrow 0$
‘
$n=the$ length of $G$ .
$b_{i}=rank(G_{i})$
$r_{i}= \sum_{t=i}^{n}(-1)^{t-i}b_{t}$
(2) $\alpha$ : $Garrow G’$ R-
rank $( \alpha)=\max\{r|\wedge^{f}\alpha\neq 0\}$
$I_{t}(\alpha)=the$ ideal generated by t-minors of $\alpha$ $(t\in \mathbb{N})$
. G. rank . depth . height (Standard Condition)
(SCrank) rank $(\alpha_{i})=r_{i}$ $(1 \leq i\leq n)$
(SCdepth) depth $(I_{r_{i}}(\alpha_{i}))\geq i$ $(1 \leq i\leq n)$
(SCheight) $ht(I_{r;}(\alpha_{i}))\geq i$ $(1 \leq i\leq n)$
( $ht(R)=depth(R)=\infty$ )
Buchsbaum-Eisenbud acyclicity criterion
. G. acyclic G. (SCrank) (SCdepth)




(2) $e(\geq 0)$ $F^{e}G$ . phantom homology
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(2) $\Rightarrow(1)$ $R$ CM locally equidimensional
(1) $\Rightarrow(2)$ $s$
. $\phi$ : $Rarrow R$ ( $\phi$ Frobenius
)
$\Phi^{n}(R)=1R_{\phi^{n}}$ $R$- $R$ R- $\phi^{n}$
R- $M$ $\Phi^{n}(M)=\Phi^{n}(R)\otimes_{R}M$ R-
$Marrow\Phi^{n}(M);x\mapsto 1\otimes x$ $\phi^{n}$-linear (i.e. $xrightarrow\xi$
$cxrightarrow\phi^{n}(c)\xi)$ R-linear
$x=\{x_{1}, \ldots x_{i}\}$ $R$ $t$ $x^{t}=\{x_{1}^{t}, \ldots x_{i}^{t}\}$
$K.(x^{t};M)$ Koszul complex :
$K.(x^{t}; M)arrow\Phi^{n}(R)\otimes_{R}K.(x^{t}; M)=K.(\phi(x)^{t}; \Phi^{n}(M))$
$\phi^{n}$-linear :
$p$ . : $H.(x^{t}; M)arrow H.(\phi^{n}(x)^{t}; \Phi^{n}(M))$
$R$ $c$ $c\Phi^{n}$ kills $H_{j}(x^{t} ; R)$ 0
$H_{j}(x^{t}; M)\sim^{j}H_{j}(\phi^{n}(x)^{t}; \Phi^{n}(M))\rhoarrow cH_{i}(\phi^{n}(x)^{t};\Phi^{n}(M))$
$R$ G. $\phi^{n}$-linear $\rho$ . : $H.(G.)arrow\Phi^{n}(G.)=\Phi^{n}(R)\otimes_{R}G$ .
$c\Phi^{n}$ kills $H_{i}(G.)$ :
$H_{j}(x^{t}; G.)\sim^{j}H_{i}(\phi^{n}(x)^{t}; \Phi^{n}(G.))\rhoarrow cH_{j}(\phi^{n}(x)^{t}$; $\Phi^{n}(G.)$
$0$
. $I\subset R$ R- $M$ $c\in R$ $(\phi, c)-depth_{I}(M)$
$(\phi, c)-depth_{I}(M)\geq n$
$\Leftrightarrow 1\leq\forall i\leq n,$ $\exists\{x_{1}, \ldots x_{i}\}\subset I$ such that $c\Phi$ kills $H_{j}(x^{t};M)$ for $\forall j\geq 1,$ $\forall t\geq 1$
$A$
.
(1) $\phi=1$ $c=1$ $(\phi, c)-depth_{I}(M)=depth_{I}(M)$
(2) $\phi=1$ $c\in R$
$(\phi, c)-depth_{I}(M)\geq n\Leftrightarrow cH_{j}(x^{t}; M)=0(\forall j\geq 1, \forall t\geq 1)$
$\Rightarrow depth_{I_{C}}(M_{c})\geq n$
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(3) $\phi=F^{e}$ $c=1$ $depth_{I}(R)\geq n$ $depth_{IR_{\tau ed}}(R_{red})\geq n$ $(F^{e}, 1)-$
$depth_{I}(M)\geq n(\forall e\gg 0)$
.
(1) : $\mathbb{N}arrow \mathbb{N}$
$0=1$ , $n=$
(2) $q,$ $n\in \mathbb{N}$
$q<n>=1+q+q^{2}+\cdots+q^{n-1}$




(FREE ACYCLICITY THEOREM 9.13). $\phi$ : $Rarrow R$ $\phi=1$ $\phi=F^{e}$
$R$ G. $I_{i}=I_{r;}(\alpha;)$ G. (SCrank)
$(\phi, c)-depth_{I_{1}}.(R)\geq i(1\leq i\leq n)$ $t(0\leq t\leq n-1)$
$(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}t}$ kills $H_{n-t}(G.)$
: $n=$ length(G.) $n=0$ $n=1$





$G”$ . : $0arrow G_{n}arrow^{\alpha_{n}}G_{n-1}arrow\ldotsarrow G_{2}arrow^{\alpha_{2}}G_{1}arrow 0$
$(*)(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}t}$ kills $H_{n-t}(G.)$ for $0\leq\forall t\leq n-2$
4
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$H_{1}(G.)$ OK $(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}(n-1)}$ kills $H_{1}(G.)$
$(R, m)$
$(**)$ If $I_{n}=R$ , then $H_{n}(G.)=0$ and $(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}t}$ kills $H_{n-t-1}(G.)$ for all $0\leq t\leq n-2$ .
$G.’=(0arrow c_{n-1}/\alpha_{n}(G_{n})arrow c_{n-2}arrow\cdotsarrow G0arrow 0)$ $G^{l}$ .
$(\phi, c)-depth_{I_{n}}(R)\geq n$
$\exists\{x_{1}, \ldots , x_{n}\}\subset I_{n}$ such that $c\Phi$ kills $H_{j}(x^{t};R)$ for $\forall t,j\geq 1$
$z\in Z_{1}(G.$ }
$(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}(n-1)}([z])=0$ in $H_{1}(\Phi^{\fbox{}(n-1)}(G.))$
$(G.)_{x;}$ $(^{**})$ $\exists\nu\geq 1$ such that
$x_{i}^{\nu}(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}(n-2)}(z)\in B_{1}(\Phi^{\fbox{}(n-2)}(G.))$ $(1 \leq i\leq n)$
$x$ ; $x_{i}^{\nu}$ $\nu=1$
$H_{0}(x;R)=R/xRarrow M:=\Phi^{\fbox{}(n-2)}(G_{1})/B_{1}(\Phi^{\fbox{}(n-2)}(G.))$
$1\vdasharrow z^{/}:=(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}(n-2)}(z)$
R-linear map $f_{0},$ $f1$
$K_{2}$ $arrow$ $K_{1}$ $arrow$ $I\iota_{0}’$ $arrow H_{0}(x;R)arrow 0$
$f_{1}\downarrow$ $fo\downarrow$ $(c\Phi)^{(n-2)}(z)\downarrow$
$\Phi^{\fbox{}(n-2)}(G_{3})arrow\Phi^{\fbox{}(n-2)}(G_{2})arrow\Phi^{\fbox{}(n-2)}(G_{1})arrow$ $M$ $arrow 0$
, $K$ . $=K.(x;R)$ $(^{*})$ $(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}(n-2)}$ kills $H_{2}(G.)$ $\phi^{\fbox{}(n-2)}$-linear












$\downarrow$ $f_{n-,- 1}\downarrow$ $f_{0}\downarrow$ $\downarrow$
$0$ $arrow$ $\Phi^{l’}(G_{n})\cdots$ $arrow\Phi^{l’}(G_{1})arrow$ $\Phi^{l’}(M)$ $arrow 0$




$0arrow\Phi^{l’}(G_{1})’arrow\cdotsarrow$ $\Phi^{l’}(G_{n})’$ $arrow$ $0$ $arrow 0$
$\Phi^{l}(K’)\simeq K.(x^{t}; R)$ for some $t$ $c\Phi$ kills $H.(\Phi^{l}(K.))$
$(c\Phi)^{n}f’$ : $\Phi^{l’+n}G’$ . $arrow\Phi^{l+n}K’$ . chain homotopy $\{h_{i}\}$
R-dual
$(c\Phi)^{1’+n}(z)=0$ $\in H_{1}(\Phi^{l’+n}G.)$
$l^{/}+n=$ $(c\Phi)^{\fbox{}(n-1)}$ kills $H_{1}(G.)$ I
$9.14(A)$ . $R$ CM locally equidimensional
$\exists c\in R^{o}$ and $\exists e’\geq 0$ such that
$(F^{e}, c)-depth_{I}(R)\geq ht(I)$ for $\forall I\subset R,$ $\forall e\geq e’$
: $Spec(R)$ ( $R\simeq R_{1}\cross R_{2}$ ) $R=S/Q$
$S$ CM $Q$ $S$ $0$
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$c_{1}\in S-\cup\{P\in{\rm Min}(Q)\}$ $c_{1}Q^{[q’]}=0$ for some $q’=p^{e’}$






$\beta(z’)\in QK_{j-1}(x^{t};S)$ $e\geq e’$
$(F^{e}\beta)(c_{1}z^{\prime[q]})\in c_{1}Q^{[q]}K_{j-1}(x^{t};S)=0$
$F^{e}K.(x^{t} ; S)$ acyclic $c_{1}z^{\prime[q]}\in B_{j}(F^{e}K.(x^{t} ; S))$ $cz^{[q]}\in B_{j}(F^{e}K.(x^{t} ; R))$
$cF^{e}$ kills $H_{j}(x^{t} ; R)$ I
$R$ CM locally equidimensional 9.8 (1) $\Rightarrow(2)$
G. $(phAC)$ $e\geq 0$ $F^{e}G$ .
phantom homology $e\gg 0$
$F^{e}G$ . $(phAC)$
G. (SCrank) (SCheight) G. ( phantom homology $\circ$
$\exists c\in R^{o\text{ }}\exists e^{/}\geq 0$ such that
$(F^{e’}, c)-depth_{I_{i}}(R)\geq ht(I_{i})\geq i$
$e\gg O$ $F^{e}G$ . Free Acyclicity Theorem 9.13 $(c\Phi^{e’})^{\fbox{}t}=$
$c^{q’<\fbox{}t>}F^{e’\fbox{}t}$ kills $H_{n-t}$ $(F^{e}G.)(0\leq t\leq n-1)$
$H_{n-t}(F^{e}G.)$ phantom
$d\in R^{o}$ $e_{1}\geq 0$ $dF^{e_{1}}$ kills $H_{i}(F^{e}G.)$ for all $e\gg O$ $H_{i}(G.)$
phantom 1
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$F^{e}G$ . $e\geq 1$ phantom homology $G^{red}$
(SCrank) (SCheight) G. $Q=(R^{o})^{-1}R$
$Q$ weak F-regular $F^{e}G$ . $\otimes Q$ acyclic
G.fed (SCrank) (SCheight)
$(R, m)$ ( $R$ $\hat{R}_{red}$ ) $G$ .
minimal $I_{i}\subset m$ for all $i$
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$\exists d(1\leq d\leq n)$ such that $ht(I_{d})<d$
$I_{d}$ minimal prime $ht(I_{d})=dim(R)$ $dim(R)<d$
$I_{d}$ m-primary ideal
$dim(R)=0$ $R$ F-regular G. acyclic . split
exact $\forall I_{i}=0$
$dim(R)=1$ test element $c\in R^{o}$ $H_{d}(F^{e}G.)$ phantom








$x\in G_{d}$ $G_{d}$ $x^{q}\in F^{e}G_{d}$
$\alpha_{d}(x)\in mG_{d-1}$ $e\gg 0$ $\beta_{d}(x^{q})\in c^{2}F^{e}G_{d-1}$
$y\in F^{e}G_{d-1}$ $\beta_{d}(x^{q})=c^{2}y$ $0=\beta_{d-1}\beta_{d}(x^{q})=c^{2}\beta_{d-1}(y)$
$\beta_{d-1}(y)=0$ $(^{*})$ $cy\in Im(\beta_{d})$ $cy=\beta_{d}(w)$ $w\in F^{e}G_{d}$
$\beta_{d}(x^{q})=c^{2}y=\beta_{d}(cw)$ $x^{q}-cw\in Z_{d}(F^{e}G.)\subset mF^{e}G$ .
$x^{q}\in mF^{e}G$ . $x$
$dim(R)\geq 2$ $d>dim(R)=ht(I_{d})\geq 2$
test element $c\in R^{o}$ $a\in m\cap R^{o}$ $dim(R/(a, c)R)=$
$dim(R)-2$ $R’=R/aR$ ;
G./: $0arrow R’\otimes G_{n}arrow\ldotsarrow R’\otimes G_{2}arrow R^{/}\otimes G_{1}arrow 0$
$e\geq 0$ $F^{e}G’$ phantom homology
: $0arrow F^{e}G$ . $arrow aF^{e}G$ . $arrow R^{/}\otimes F^{e}G$ . $arrow 0$
$H_{i}(F^{e}G.)arrow H_{i}(R’\otimes F^{e}G.)arrow H_{i-1}(F^{e}G.)$
$C’$ $F^{e}G’$ . homology $i\geq 2$ $c^{2}H_{i}(R’\otimes F^{e}G.)=0$
0 $R^{/}\otimes F^{e}G$ . $F^{e}G’$ . ( )





$I_{r_{d}}(\alpha_{d}’)=(I_{d}+cR)/cR$ $I_{d}$ $\mathfrak{n}\iota$-primary $ht(I_{r_{d}}(\alpha_{d}’))=dim(R’)=$
$dim(R)-1$ $m(R)$ \geq d 1
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